Decreasing the CYP2D6 contribution to metabolism of a CK1ε inhibitor.
Our internal casein kinase 1ε lead inhibitor, compound 1 was partially cleared by the polymorphic cytochrome P450 2D6. CYP2D6 involvement in metabolism implies more extensive clinical trials. We therefore wanted to reduce the contribution to clearance by this enzyme. We utilized metabolism reports for compound 1 performed in recombinant CYP2D6 together with structure-metabolism variation in structures of closely related analogs in order to see if we could incorporate similar substitution patterns in our lead compound. In addition, we utilized a previously established docking method using a modified CYP2D6 crystal structure to see if the metabolism patterns in CYP2D6 could be reproduced to afford the metabolites in the metabolism reports as well as those for the compounds used in the structure-metabolism relationship. All three of these steps, the metabolism report, the establishment of structure-metabolism relationships and the docking, lead to compound 10 where CYP2D6 was not involved in the clearance pathways.